C3 in SINT-MARTIN-LATEM looking for

Junior Developer
Job description



You are part of the development team and responsible for the further development
of our software used in hospitals for the patient record documentation.
You are responsible for the analysis, design and development of new features within
the software product. In addition you will be responsible for improvement and
maintenance of existing tools.

Profile







You have experience in software development and you are interested in the full
process: from analysis to completion.
Analytical skills and an eye for quality.
Minimum 1 year recent experience in .NET environment. (e.g. WinForms, ASP.NET,
WPF, Linq, WF,…)
Knowledge of databases, particularly Oracle is an advantage.
Experience in (Iron)Python scripting and further script languages would be an asset.
Smooth communication in Dutch and English is must. Knowledge of French and/or
German are plus points.

Graduation




Bachelor degree applied informatics or computer science
Programming and/or computing certification
Do not have the required qualifications but the experience; we also welcome your
letter of application.

Job-related competencies




Programming language: VB.Net
Development design and development models (application design)
Technical specifications drafting and preparation for development (analyses of the
specifications and requirements document)










Programming in C/C++
Programming in C#
Technical and functional problems analysis and corrective actions, technical
adjustments, proposals ...
Development in application that is linked to a database
Programming in particular language
Implementation and testing of system and prototype for validation by the client (type
configuration, …)
Design and development tools and applications
Documentation and implementation the phases and procedures of the technical and
functional testing of computer programs and applications (planning, validation, …)

Personal skills









Accurate work
Work independently
Planning and organizing skills
Goal-driven motivation
Customer-oriented
Ability for Teamwork
Coping with stress
Willing to learn

Language skills





GERMAN (to a limited extent)
ENGLISH (very good)
FRENCH (good)
DUTCH (very good)

Our Offer





You will join a small dynamic team of motivated people
Good salary
Fringe benefits (Laptop, group insurance, meal vouchers, ...)
Flexible working hours

Place of employment
C3 (HIM BE)
Vlieguit 12
9830 SINT-MARTENS-LATEM
BELGIUM

Where and how to apply?
Via e-mail: tiny@c3.be
Contact: Tiny Vandoorne
Critical Care Company – C3 (HIM BE)

